Abstract. Let r, sE]0, 1], and let X be a Banach space satisfying the M(r, s)-inequality, that is, Itx***ll>_rll~rxm***ll+sllx***-~xx***ll for x*** eX***, where rcx is the canonical projection from X*** onto X*. We show some examples of Banach spaces not containing co, having the point of continuity property and satisfying the above inequality for r not necessarily equal to one. On the other hand, we prove that aBanach space X satisfying the above inequality for s= 1 admits an equivalent locally uniformly rotund norm whose dual norm is also locally uniformly rotund. If, in addition, X satisfies limsup Ilu* +sx~ll _ hmsup IIv +x~ll whenever u*,v*EX* with Ilu*ll~llv*ll and (x~) is a bounded weak* null net in X*, then X can be renormed to satisfy the M(r, 1) and the M(1,s)-inequality such that X* has the weak* asymptotic-norming property I with respect to BX.
Introduction
Following [4] and [10] , a subspace X of a Banach space Y is said to be an ideal in Y if there exists a norm-one projection P on Y* with Ker P=X • If, moreover, IlY*II >-rlIPY*II+sllY*-PY*II for y* eY* holds for given r, sE]0, 1], then we say that X is an ideal satisfying the M(r, s)-inequality in Y. When Y is the bidual of a Banach space X and the associated projection is the canonical projection, we will say, for simplicity, that X satisfies the M(r, s)-inequality (see [1] ). For r=s=l, we obtain the classical notion of Mideal (see [12] ).
A Banach space X has the point of continuity property if for every nonempty closed and bounded subset of X, the identity map has some point of weak-tonorm continuity. We prove that if X is a nonreflexive Banach space satisfying the M(1, s)-inequality, then X fails to have the point of continuity property, but there are Banach spaces having the point of continuity property, and satisfying the M(r, s)-inequality for r not necessarily equal to one, as can be seen below.
In a Banach space X, we denote the closed unit ball by Bx and the unit sphere by Sx. The canonical projection is denoted by 7rx. The Banach space of all bounded linear operators on X and its subspace of compact operators will be denoted by s and/C(X), respectively.
A Banach space X is a U*-space or has property U* if [I x .... 7rxx*** l[ < Ilx*** II whenever x***EX*** with lrxx***r (see [1] and [2] It is clear that property M*(1, 1) is equivalent to property (M*) (see [12] ).
In [13] , for the class of dual spaces, Zhibao Hu and Bor-Luh Lin introduced a property stronger than the asymptotic-norming property defined by James and Ho in [15] , where it is proved that the asymptotic-norming property implies the Radon-Nikod~m property. Let X be a Banach space and r Bx* a one-norming set of X, that is,
A sequence (Xn)n~176 in Sx is said to be asymptotically normed by 9 if for any e>0, there are x*EO and NEN such that x*xd>l-e for all n>N. For x = I, II, III, a sequence (Xn)n~__l in X is said to have the property x if (I) (xn)n~__l is convergent; (II) (xn)n~=l has a convergent subsequence; (III) An~176 ~ (xk:k>n}#O.
Let ~CBx be a one-norming set of X*. Then X* is said to have the weak* asymptotic-norming property x, ~ = I, II, III, with respect to ~ (in short, ~-ANPx) if every sequence in Sx. that is asymptotically normed by (I) has the property x. It is showed in [13] that if (I) is a one-norming set in Bx, then X* has the r if and only if X* has the Bx-ANP-~, x = I, II, III. The space X* is said to have the weak* asymptotic-norming property x (weak*-ANP-x) if X admits an equivalent norm for which X* has the Bx-ANP-~. M. Raja has showed in [19] that given a Banach space X, its dual X* admits an equivalent dual LUR norm if and only if X can be renormed such that the weak and the weak* topologies agree on Sx.. So, the weak*-ANP-x, x = I, II, III, are
Given a Banach space X, its dual X* has the weak*-Kadec-Klee property if for any sequence (x*)n~176 in X* and x* cX*, limn-~ ]i x* -x* I]--0 whenever weak*-limn-~ x*=x* and Hx~H=Hx*H for all ncN.
It is clear that if X is an M-ideal, then X is Hahn-Banach smooth, that is, 117cxx***lI<llx***II whenever x***eX*** with x***r It is known [12] that if a Banach space X has property (M*), then the weak* and the norm topologies agree on Sx*. Using a different argument, the same result is obtained when/C(X) is an M-ideal in/:(X). We obtain the same results (see Theorem 3.2 below) supposing that X satisfies tile M(r, s)-inequality for r and s with (1-r)/s arbitrarily close to zero, ]C(X) is an ideal satisfying the M(1, s)-inequality and X has property M*(1, s) (s not necessarily equal to one). In particular, by the mentioned result of Raja, X* admits an equivalent dual LUR norm (see Corollary 4.2).
In [12] it is proved that every M-ideal admits an equivalent LUR norm whose dual norm is LUR. It is also proved that if X is an M-ideal, then X admits an equivalent norm for which X is still an M-ideal and whose dual norm is strictly convex. In Theorem 4.5 below, we prove that if X is a nonreflexive Asplund space having property U*, then there exists an equivalent LUR norm on X whose dual norm is LUR. On the other hand, it is proved in the same result that X admits an equivalent norm for which X has still property U* and whose dual norm is strictly convex. If, moreover, X has property M*(1, s) (in particular, if/C(X) is an ideal satisfying the M(1, s)-inequality in/:(X)), then X can be renormed to satisfy the M(1, s)-inequality and such that X* has the Bx-ANP-I (see Theorem 4.7). As a consequence, we obtain that a Banach space X having property (M*) admits an equivalent norm for which it is an M-ideal and X* has the Bx-ANP-I.
The M(r, s)-inequality and the point of continuity property
First, we have the following result. 
)-inequality (in particular if X is an M-ideal). Then X contains an isomorphic copy of co, so X fails to have the point of continuity property.
Now we present some Banach spaces which do not contain co, but satisfy the M(r, s)-inequality. Let J denote the James space, JT the James tree space (see, e.g., [7] and [8] for the definitions) and JT~ the space constructed by Ghoussoub and Maurey in [9] . Note that the space J has the Radon-Nikod~m property (and so has the point of continuity property), since J is isometric to a separable dual space. It is well known [9] , [17] that the predual B of the space JT has the point of continuity property but fails to have the Radon-Nikod)}m property. On the other hand, it is proved in [9] that the predual B~ fails to have the point of continuity property. Then, it follows that (x~) converges to x* in the norm topology. Hence, applying Theorem 3.1, X* has the Bx-ANP-II. 
M-structure and LUR renormings
It is well known [12, Theorem III. 4 .6] that every M-ideal admits an equivalent LUR norm whose dual norm is also LUR. In the mentioned result, it is proved that there exists an equivalent norm on every M-ideal for which its dual norm is strictly convex and it is still an M-ideal. The next result is essentially proved in [12 In what follows, we will suppose that X is a nonreflexive Banach space. We will use a different technique to obtain that if X is an Asplund space having property U*, then X admits an equivalent LUR norm whose dual norm is also LUR. We begin with the next result, which is proved in [12, Proposition III. 
